THE POPE PUTS POINTS FOR CHRISTMAS PLEA TO THE WARRING NATIONS

(‘Irish Independent’ Special Representative.)
Rome, Sunday.

THE warring nations of Europe received a five-point peace proposal from His Holiness the Pope when he delivered his Christmas address to the College of Cardinals to-day.

The Five Points

1. The five popes in peace shall, by his Bull, to the nations of the world, on the day of Christmas, to the nations of the world.
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THE END

FORWARD PEACE

Christmas in Cradleland of Christendom

Troops Join With Carol Singers

The Holy Land’s first Christmas for two centuries was celebrated by traditional pageantry for the first time in Holy Land, from Bethlehem to Jerusalem, and from Jerusalem to Bethlehem. The Carol Singers, who had been invited by the Bishop of Bethlehem, were the focal point of the celebrations.

A street in Bethlehem.

WILD SCENES IN DERRY JAIL

Republicans Stage A “Revolt”

POLICEMEN and freemen were rushed to Derry Jail yesterday when the list of republican prisoners had

Over twenty furious, barricaded themselves in the jail.

Set fire to Major’s, and Shiel’s offices.

The Ulster Unionists, who had planned to attack the jail, were thwarted.

The prisoners, who had barricaded the jail, were later allowed to leave.

FIRE IN JAIL

Four Internes released.

Mr. J. O’Connor, Rodriguez Rd., Derry, whose name was on the list of prisoners, was later released.

The fire was put out by the prisoners.
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RAID ON ARMY FORT

Startling Coup in Dublin

A SENSATIONAL raid for arms was carried out on the Magazine Fort, Phoenix Park, on Saturday night last.

Three men, pretending to be soldiers, removed a large quantity of small arms ammunition in a lorry.

Subsequently four armed men were taken into custody by the Irish Independent representatives at the Magazine Fort.

In the course of the raid the lorry kept running into the Fort was destroyed by three men and severely injured.

Both the men and the raiders were seized by the police and sent to court for trial.

The raiders were later tried and sentenced to seven years each.
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Mr. de Valera On The Securing Of Peace

An appeal for continued support from the Irish in America for the efforts to have Palestine removed was made by Mr. de Valera in a Christmas radio message to the United States last night.

Mr. de Valera, at the outset, recited how circumstances forced him to resign his mandate last year, and thanked all who had worked on the reaction plan.

Snooping of the war “which has darkened the Christmas Day,” he said that the conferences which come at the end of a year would “place in an atmosphere which prevails justice.

Since the war had begun, he said that the conferences which come at the end of a year would “place in an atmosphere which prevails justice.
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Specially ‘Phoned From Rome
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ITALIAN AIR CRASHES

Bologna, Italy—An aeroplane crashed into the mountains near Bologna last night.

A total of 15 persons were killed in the crash.
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